We help grow your business
Global news, insight, intelligence, content and connections for the automotive manufacturing industry
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RESOURCES

automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

Online | Content marketing | Print
Essential global resource for manufacturing professionals and
suppliers

Content marketing – From Channel, Brand and Advertising
partnerships through to webinars/podcasts, whitepapers and
the new Marketplace Directory, AMS is an established platform
to communicate your own content to its global audience of
automotive manufacturing specialists at OEMs and tier suppliers.

automotive manufacturing solutions – AMS provides global
coverage of vehicle production processes, technologies, equipment and materials to its worldwide audience of automotive
manufacturing professionals.

september october 2017
Å

automotive manufacturing solutions

Online – The AMS website brings
together all editorial content, grouped
by subject, searchable and with links
to social media channels. The weekly
e-newsletter is distributed industry
wide and features articles on OEM
manufacturing plants, processes,
technology and more.

Connecting buyers
& sellers across
global automotive
manufacturing

A new Vantage point
Aston Martin refocuses on capacity
and cost improvements

Global focus
Iran is leading a
production boom
in the Middle East

automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com
AMS marketplace 2020 cover.indd 1
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Print – Across four print issues per
year, plus special supplements
and extensive online content, the
AMS editorial team explores plant
operations, explains production
technologies, with visits to major
manufacturing locations and
interviews with OEM executives and
production managers.

The new

OEM focus
Suzuki maintains
independence while
going beyond Japan

Technology
Servo presses
take a big step
forward

automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com
17/12/2019 20:22
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WHO YOU CAN REACH
Online | E-newsletter | Social media | Print
Reach a global audience of automotive manufacturing decision
*("/0+!&+ޗ2"+ "/0

Online

E-newsletter

Print

Unique visitors per month: 10,126*
Page impressions per month: 18,369*

Average circulation per issue: 24,482*

Circulation per issue: 8,989*
Readership per issue: 34,534**

Average
delivered

30,000

3%
6%

20,000

Average
opened

10,000
0

24,482

Monthly
unique vistors

Monthly
user sessions

Average
CTR of
opened

Monthly
page impressions

*Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019

3%
21%
6%
31%

39%

Newsletter
*Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019

43%

Social media
by follower:
Global
split
Americas 35%

Africa

2%

Europe

42%

Oceania

1%

Asia

19%

Other

1%

*Source: Google Analytics
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over

100
s
countrie

Twitter

Linkedin

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Corporate / Management and Procurement
Manufacturers / Engineers
Quality Control / Logistics
Sales & Marketing
Consulting / IT
Other
Q2 ‘19
Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019

*Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019
**AMS Readership survey
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BRANDING
Online | Print

OEM focus

Ford, Leah Bruce

more of a global operation. So we have to be
able to replicate our [production] facilities any
where in the world. For example the facilities at
Dagenham for the EcoBlue engine need to be
replicated for the production lines at Sanand
in India.
A good example of this is the modular
camshaft. This design element meant we
had to look at how we could standardise the
production process to consistently meet the
quality standards regardless of where it was
built or the levels of automation at those plants.
Leah Bruce, left, says that the advent of new
technologies has changed Ford’s manufacturing
strategies, making it leaner to meet the growing
complexities of the engines it produces

Where does diesel fit into Ford’s powertrain strategy?

Managing
complexity

Leah Bruce: From a production point of view, diesel
is still very much part of Ford’s plans. We believe
in a powertrain of choice for our customers and
particularly with diesel being very strong
for us in the commercial vehicle market,
Nick Holt talks to Leah Bruce, Ford’s manufacturing
this type of powertrain will continue to
business manager, Diesel Specialist, to ﬁnd out more
be an important part of our line-up going
about the OEM’s plans for diesel engine production
forward.
With changes in market demand (passenger car/commercial
vehicle) for diesel has there been any shift in production in
terms of volumes and regional footprints?

Looking at this in terms of the market and production then
Europe is probably our biggest region for diesel, and the UK
is our biggest market. This is represented by our Dagenham
production facility, which is a diesel specialist centre and has
the capacity to produce over a million units per year.

It certainly hasn’t made a difference to where we are
producing diesel engines.

Where else do you have significant diesel production?

New technologies have absolutely made a difference to how
we manufacture the engines, but also how manufacturing
in general has moved on over the years. All too often people
think of product development in terms of the complete
vehicle, meeting legislative/emissions requirements and the
customer’s wishes, but there is also an internal element in
terms of how we have changed our manufacturing strategies,
getting leaner and meeting the growing complexities [of the
engines].
Diesel technology has changed in recent years and will
continue to do so and that means handling much more
complexity and developing our production philosophy;
being able to produce down to a batch number of one. This
will continue to require significant investment and greater
flexibility in our manufacturing operations.
As a company we have streamlined our bill of process
and bill of design as our engines become more of a global
product. Historically, you might have one engine being
produced in one plant. Now that’s not the case, for Ford or
any other OEM, as the whole production process becomes

We produce engines for commercial vehicles in Turkey
and at the Port Elizabeth facility in South Africa (for
the Ranger), supporting the African and Middle Eastern
markets; Dagenham production is for both commercial
vehicle and passenger car. There is also diesel engine
production in South America and in India at Sanand and
Chennai.

Who we spoke to: Leah Bruce
Position: Manufacturing business manager, Diesel Specialist,
Ford Motor Company – April 2014 to present
Responsibilities: Working within the powertrain manufacturing
business ofﬁce, Ford of Europe. Globally responsible for
developing future diesel strategy, including footprint in
South America, South Africa, Europe and Asia Paciﬁc.

Making your car fun to use
Dynamic, efficient and smooth running engines are the
basis for plenty of driving enjoyment. The crankshafts
on such transmissions must be balanced accurately and
efficiently. BARIO, our new, fully automatic balancing
machine, sets the standards for quality, ﬂexibility and
adaptability. Its characteristics: Efficient and energy saving
processes, fast change over, simpliﬁed maintenance and
maximum precision. That’s what makes balancing fun.
www.schenck-rotec.de

We work to balance the customer requirements with our
production strategies and part of this is to be flexible enough
to produce batches of one. This means being able to handle
the complexity of the process wherever the facility is located,
with whatever the level of automation. While we have bills
of process and design to standardise production, we have to
be flexible and adapt to meet the individual requirements
as needed. The reality is [that] a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach
doesn’t work in these situations.
Going back to the camshaft housing for the EcoBlue
engine, this was a completely new design and we had to
adapt the bill of process and bill of design for that. This is
on-going, as new technologies are being introduced all the
time. So the challenge is to be flexible and adaptable but
then create a standardised process to allow the unit to be
built in any plant.

Hall 6 / B45

Are you able to run mixed (diesel/petrol) engine lines?

Yes, the Chennai plant was the first to have a single line
producing both diesel and gasoline engines.
What’s the biggest challenge you may face in the future?

That’s a hard question. With ICE engines, diesel or gasoline,
the legislative requirements and therefore complexity of
the engine are changing all the time. So it’s challenging for
manufacturing to continually meet changing requirements
and increasing complexity. Å

RS4058

Previous roles at Ford: Senior manufacturing plan: – Feb 2007-Dec 2011
Senior layout engineer: Jan 2003-Feb 2007
Productivity engineer: June 2001-Dec 2002

How have new diesel engine developments to reduce
emissions (downsizing, cylinder deactivation, etc.) have
affected manufacturing processes?

BA RIO
As diesel emission regulations vary from region to region,
how do you adjust your operations to meet these needs?

MARKENRAUM

You note that the commercial vehicle market is a strong one
for Ford, but is there a region where diesels are particularly
important?
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High performance, flexible, connected.
If this describes your automobiles,
shouldn’t it describe your factory, too?
OEM focus

The automotive factory of the future is flexible, efficient
and part of a collaborative ecosystem that boosts operational,
sustainability and safety performance on many levels.
Whatever the application, from powertrain assembly, bodyin-white, paint processes, press automation or automotive
components, ABB Robotics is helping the world’s leading
automakers and their suppliers make the factory of the future
a reality, today. Visit www.abb.com/automotive to learn more.

ABB
Tel. +46 (0)21 32 9044
Fax +46 (0)21 32 9023
email:contact.center@se.abb.com

AMS Website – Leaderboard
advertising and MPUs are just two
of the many online advertising
opportunities available

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020

AMS Magazine – A wide range
of advertising options are
available across both the
printed magazine and specialist
supplements

Kia Motors Slovakia

Putting
the Kia in
Slovakia

A

picturesque setting is not a metric that OEMs
necessarily value when selecting production
sites, but it is one in which Kia Motors Slovakia
(KMS) scores highly. The facility lies on the
outskirts of Žilina in the northern region of
the country, with the Fatra mountains providing a sublime
backdrop. Žilina is Slovakia’s fourth largest city, around
200km from the national capital, Bratislava, and has served
as Kia’s principal car and engine production base in Europe
for more than a decade.
As KMS spokesman Jozef Bacé
˘ explains, while the area
was not devoid of industry, this particular site was developed
from scratch. “Previously, it was greenfield – they grew
˘ remarks.
potatoes here,” Bacé
These days cars are the crop, with the plant operating
three shifts from Monday to Friday. The annual capacity
is 350,000 units. “In 2013, for the first time, we exceeded
our official capacity. In 2014 we made some changes to the
line, installed additional equipment and technology, hired
extra operators and we officially increased our capacity to
350,000,” Bacé
˘ explains, “Last year, we produced 339,500 and
we’re expecting similar output this year.”
Historically, besides the cultivation of staple vegetables,
the wider region was best known for its chemical plants and
engineering operations. A prime example from the country’s
communist era (while still part of Czechoslovakia), was
the ZTS factory in Žilina’s neighbouring city of Martin.
Originally manufacturing tractors and forestry equipment,
the assembly lines at ZTS produced T-72 tanks for the
Czechoslovak military and indeed all of the Warsaw Pact
nations – 300 vehicles per year from the 1970s right through
the collapse of the Soviet Union.
The era left a heritage of engineering and a strong
education system that gave Kia strong grounds to invest
in the region. “There’s a university and many vocational
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Kia Motors Slovakia

Pressing matters

Gareth Price visits
KMS in Zilina,
a factory that’s
ﬂying the ﬂag
for smaller carproducing nations

september-october 2017

schools. Even after more than ten years of operation we
attract plenty of visitors and business partners to see the
plant,” Bacé
˘ notes. “Many students, too – every Monday and
Tuesday we are open for visits from technical schools and
universities. Annually, more than 6,000 will come.”
Other groups visiting the plant include managers of nonautomotive businesses in Slovakia, looking to benchmark
their operations to those at KMS.

Close friends
“Not even 80km from here, at Nošovice [in Czech Republic]
there’s a Hyundai plant. In the area between the two
factories, there are many suppliers providing parts for us
and also HMMC [Hyundai Motor Manufacturing Czech
Company],” Bacé
˘ says.
This dual-siting is a successful business model which was
applied by the group elsewhere. “Also in the US,” says Bacé,
˘
“where there are two factories close to each other [in US
terms, 100km]. One is in Alabama, the other in Georgia but
each is close to the state border.”
He continues: “Last year we produced 339,500 cars. This
year we are running at more than 1,400 per day. As for
engines, it’s even higher. Daily production is roughly around
2,400, the reason being we are also producing engines for
HMMC. They produce gearboxes for us.”
Bacé
˘ explains: “This model of the factory is implemented
through the Hyundai Motor Group worldwide. All newly
established factories are built to a very similar system. When
I visited HMMC in the Czech Republic for the first time, I
felt like I was at home.”

The press shop is fitted with two main press lines and a store
of several 20-tonne galvanised steel coils lies adjacent to the
˘
bodyshop entrance. “We have different suppliers,” says Bacé.
“Not only Hyundai Steel but Voestalpine and ArcelorMittal.
Of course, the proportion of Hyundai Steel is the biggest
one. Some suppliers are providing coils for specific parts but
basically we tender every half-year.”
The press shop consists of a blanking line and two press
lines, supplied by Hyundai Rotem, each with a capacity of
5,400 tonnes. The four-stage process delivers one of the 86
panel types every 20 seconds.
“With each set of dies we’ll make around 600 panels. Then
we will change them – each change takes around 20-25
minutes. Once we set up production of the new type, the
first panels in the run are checked with our 3D inspection
system before we launch full production,” Bacé
˘ says.
Quality arrangements at the end of the line comprise two
inspectors checking, by hand and eye, every 20th panel,
referring any issues to the 3D optical inspection system.
The press shop maintenance area has two smaller
presslines, one with a capacity of 1,000 tonnes, the other
2,000 tonnes. They are not used for series production but to
keep the dies in good working order.
In the storage area, regular panels are placed on colourcoded pallets and moved by forklift truck. Stock numbers
are indicated to the forklift drivers on the overhead panels.
A green-amber-red light system allows them to quickly
prioritise part lines that require replenishing.

OEM focus

The only exception are the side panels, their larger
dimensions making them unsuitable for forklifts. Instead, an
automated storage system with a capacity of around 8,000
pieces is employed. From the end of the line, an electric
monorail conveyor palletises the side panels in a two-storey
hangar area before continuing through to the bodyshop.
Around 360 conveying and welding robots are deployed
in the bodyshop, accommodating a range of separate body
types on a single line. “We are producing five different
bodies but there’s scope to extend to another three in the

“About 43% of all parts that we assemble
here come supplied as modules. It speeds
up our process… we finalise a car within six
hours”– JOZEF BACÉ, KIA MOTORS SLOVAKIA
future,” says Bacé.
˘ “That’s helpful when we are switching
from an old model. We can still produce the old one for
certain markets overlapping with production of a new one.”
The three-storey paintshop at KMS features tanks
for 360-degree rotation-dipping for pre-treatment and
electrochemical coating. Overall, each body passes through
individual phases of the production process measuring
7.5km, including buffer zones. “Storage capacity for the
painted bodies is 125 bodies,” Bacé
˘ says. “Essentially, that’s
the stock for two hours – so if something happens in either
the paint or bodyshop we have that time to work with.”

D

Make your journey to Industry 4.0 a success.

To attain the highest levels of productivity and success, responsive manufacturing within the
automotive industry demands the seamless integration of plant operations and business
management systems. In actively meeting these challenges, Mitsubishi Electric has developed
e-F@ctory – a ﬂexible framework which recognises the unique needs of individual businesses
Sales in more than 90
countries are served
by the KMS plant

and supports them through high-speed connectivity, reliable data and precise control all
deployed using tailored, robust and proven technologies. e-F@ctory takes organisations
forward on their journey to Industry 4.0 and beyond to the next level in digital transformation.
Achieve optimal performance with e-F@ctory. Visit our website for more information.

Hall 25 stand B94

eu3a.mitsubishielectric.com
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BRANDING
By email | Marketplace directory

When perfection makes
all the difference.
ZEISS Car Body Solutions

Connecting buyers
& sellers across
global automotive
manufacturing

automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

The new

// PRECISION
MADE BY ZEISS

AMS marketplace 2020 cover.indd 1

17/12/2019 20:22

ZEISS Car Body Solutions

AMS eNewsletter – Branding on
the weekly e-newsletters can be
achieved via button advertising as
well as MPUs within a linked article
or text advert as a featured article

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020

AMS Marketplace – A limited number of
exclusive full page advertising is available
within the annual directory, which is
published in January

ZEISS is your one-stop partner for systematic quality
assurance in car body construction: from measurement and
inspection technology all the way to ﬁxtures, quality data
management and service. All products and services from
ZEISS are compatible with each other – for maximum quality
and productivity.
www.zeiss.com/car-body-solutions
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ADVERTISING PARTNER
Brand awareness | Global reach | Lead generation
Advertising online at automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com
puts your brand and messaging in-front of a global audience of
21,*,1&3"*+2# 12/&+$!" &0&,+*("/0+!&+ޗ2"+ "/0ѷ
A wide range of options, positions and packages are available
and all include full analytics and reporting. Combine with
content marketing, print and event sponsorship for a
multichannel campaign.
Options: Leaderboard (masthead/in-content); MPUs;
Tower MPUs; Sticky MPUs; custom sizes

Leaderboard in-content: Place your brand/
messaging within targeted or random editorial
for awareness amongst engaged readers

Leaderboard masthead: 2106,2//+!ҟ*"00$&+$ޖ/01
on any visit to automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

Sticky MPUs:
Ensure your brand/messaging is visible
1%/,2$%,210-" & ޖ-$"3&0&10
MPUs and Tower MPUs:
Position your brand/
messaging alongside our
latest homepage editorial.
)0,3&))",+0-" & ޖ
sections for greater targeting
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ADVERTISING PARTNER
Brand awareness | Global reach | Lead generation

Deep Leaders:
*,/"&*- 1#2)ޖ/01&*-/"00&,+#,/+63&0&1
to automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

Mobile:
automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com
is fully optimised for mobile – content and
advertising – ensuring your brand/messaging
continues to be seen across all devices

Wall Paper:
Takeover the homepage background or/and
0-" & ޖ0&1"0" 1&,+0#,/+,--,/12+&161%1
will stand out from the crowd

Newsletter:
Advertising on our weekly enewsletter puts
your brand directly in-front of more than 20k
automotive manufacturing professionals

Newsletter:
A range of advertising options are available including
single or shared positions (one of upto four). Content
marketing packages include promotional campaigns
across our weekly enewsletters and feature an image
plus summary and link to the full article (all hosted
within VOICE of the Industry)
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CHANNEL PARTNER
Brand relationship | Thought leadership | Lead generation

Channel Partner:
A wide range of existing channels are available for you
to sponsor or you can put forward your own (subject to
approval)

As a channel partner you develop a deeper relationship with
our audience through highly targeted advertising and branded
content.
Basic packages include sponsorship of your chosen ‘channel’
with branding and links alongside at least one online content
marketing piece, which is promoted on the homepage, within
 ҙ0"")"ȇҚѸ3&,2/4""()6"+"40)"11"/+!,+0, &)
media channels.
Options: Branding; sponsorship; advertising; content
marketing; channel takeover

Marketplace
Marketplace
Full proﬁle page:
Opportunity to get your
story to engaged viewers

Sponsored article:
Our dedicated channel for your content marketing. All content
marketing is hosted on VOICE and will include at least 7-days
homepage promotion on automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com.
Editorial services are available and all content is subject to approval
Channels:
Assembly, Automation, Bodyshop,
Machining, Measurement,
Paintshop, Powertrain, Quality,
Robotics, Systems and more...

End of article proﬁle:
Opportunity to provide a short
,*-+6-/,")ޖ4&1%)&+(01,
#2))-/,")ޖ

Additional MPU position:
MPU also available on your
article page to provide further
branding and opportunity to
generate leads
Related Articles:
Platform can be set to automatically pull
through articles related to your brand
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CHANNEL PARTNER
Brand relationship | Thought leadership | Lead generation
Podcasts:
Bring your brand to life, in your own words, for users on the move. Our
podcast service includes full management, production, delivery and
marketing. Your podcast series will be featured within its own podcast portal,
hosted within the VOICE section of automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com,
and on your own channel or microsite

Newsletter:
Channel Partners can sponsor dedicated enewsletters for their
respective channel or/and chose to create their own dedicated
version. Editorial and design services available for support

Video:
Bring your brand to life in sight and sound to fully engage our users. Full video
production services are available or we can host your existing materials.
All videos will be hosted on your own video portal and via our VOICE of the
Industry channel and come with a bespoke marketing campaign

Reports/Whitepaper/Surveys/Polls:
Present your business as a thought
leader by providing industry insights/
intelligence to our audiences. Full
research, editorial and design services
are available to create your own
reports. Alternatively, we can promote
your existing products via dedicated
features within the platform.

ABB Robots make
all metal fabrication precious
Golden production lines

Webinars:
Communicate with our global audience ‘live’ from
your own desktop. Package includes full editorial
support in planning, structure, rehearsal and
on-the-day moderation. Webinar streamed and
recorded using the AMS webinar platform, hosted
on automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com and
includes an introduction by the editorial team. A
dedicated marketing campaign will drive leads of
registrants and viewers

Wednesday 25th July 2019

ET 11.00 (US) | CEST 17:00 (Europe) | IST 20.30 (India)
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BRAND PARTNER
Brand impact | Content marketing | Lead generation

Masthead takeover:
Your logo/creative/colour pallet is
featured across the masthead to
/&0"6,2/-/,")ޖ#,/))-$"20"/0

Your branding

Brand partnership is focused on elevating your branding to be
1%"-/&*/6#, 204%&)01"+"ޖ11&+$#/,*1%"$),)2!&"+ "
our content and SEO delivers.
From masthead takeover with content marketing and
advertising to full microsite capabilities linked directly to
automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com, you can position your
brand as a major thought leader in the sector.
-1&,+0ѹ &$%-/,")ޖ/+!&+$Ѻ0-,+0,/0%&-Ѻ!3"/1&0&+$Ѻ
content marketing; microsite

Your navigation

Dedicated Microsite:

Your branding, your navigation,
your content...but managed
by us and hosted on
automotivemanufacturingsolutions.
com/companyname to ensure you
$&+1%"#2))"+"ޖ1,#,2/0&1"1/Ȅ& 
and SEO. We will also promote
extensively online, via social media
and our weekly enewsletters

Sponsored article:
Our dedicated channel for your content marketing.
All content marketing is hosted on VOICE and will
include at least 7-days homepage promotion on
automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com. Editorial
services are available and all content is subject to
approval

Your content

Wallpaper:
Page takeover is complete when tied in with the wall paper
option - an opportunity that will stand out from the crowd
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CONTENT MARKETING
Webinars | Podcasts

Present to a global audience of industry
professionals ‘live’ from your desktop

Engage with a global audience –
in your own words

Ҏ1&+-/"Ҍ.2)&!")!"ޖ0#/,*2!&"+ "/"$&01/1&,+!1

Ҏ1&+-/"Ҍ.2)&!")!"ޖ0#/,*2!&"+ "
registration data

– Conduct a live chat Q&A session with attendees
– Target top executives at OEMs, suppliers and more
– Record and retain the session
How it works
– Broadcast from your desktop
– Webinar is introduced by the editorial team

– Introduction by the editorial team
– Promoted to the entire AMS global database
through dedicated emails, web page,
e-Newsletter and social media
– Capture listeners at drive time/train time or
,210&!",#,Ȅ& "%,2/0
– Presentation available for playback online
at automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

– Promoted to the entire global database – dedicated emails, web page,
e-Newsletter and social media
– Presentation recorded and available online at
automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

AMS Webinar Viewing Activity
Attended – 166
Post-webinar viewing – 39
Pre-webinar registrations – 348
Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 Month Period Ended June 2019

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020
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CONTENT MARKETING
Marketplace 2020

Showcase your capabilities to our global audience
of automotive manufacturing decision makers and
grow your business – 365 days a year
For providers, a single destination to showcase your range of
capabilities, experiences and supporting content to the visitors and
readers of Automotive Manufacturing Solutions, online and in print.

For buyers, a single resource for identifying, comparing and
engaging multiple providers of automotive manufacturing
products, technology and solution provider/s – 365 days a year.

Marketplace is a one-stop
shop for buyers and providers
of automotive manufacturing
products and services

ABB Robotics

Automation &
assembly

ABB ROBOTIC

S

www.abb.com
/automotive
www.abb.com
/robotics
Standard ABB
“plug and produce”
body-in-white
ORZHUOLIHF\FOHFRVWVVKRUW
manufacturing
HUOHDGWLPHV
modules deliver
DQGKLJKˊH[L
high uptime,
ELOLW\

Robot-based automotiv
e

rs
Connecting buye
s
& sellers acros
global automotive
manufacturing

m
ufacturingsolutions.co
automotiveman

The new

transfer presses
manufacturing
and hot stamping.
solutions
Our BIW offering
includes robots,
ABB Robotics
application equipment
is a global
and software,
automotive manufacturinleader in
well as complete
as
g automation,
bodyshop assembly
with over 300,000
turnkey solutions.
installations and
We
deep domain expertise
range of BIW standardalso offer a unique
across the entire
products and ‘plug
lifecycle – from
DQGSURGXFHȠPRGXOHVIRU
improving
DQGFRPPLVVLRQLQJHIˉFLH installation
KLJKO\ˊH[LEOH
bodyshops.
total cost of ownership QF\WRUHGXFLQJ
Our powertrain
and downtime.
assembly offer
ABB is a leader
includes
engines, transmission
in motion control,
s and axles,
offers technically
and
including full
advanced, easy-totest systems. ABB
use robotics manufacturin
designs
solutions such
as complete production
g solutions
for press automation,
lines, automation
body-in-white
of a single operation
(BIW), powertrain
A range of standardised
and
robot-based
assembly, including
products
stations for assembly,
and pre-tested
e-mobility solutions,
tightening, pressing
modular solutions
paint
automotive press
for
or joining.
DSSOLFDWLRQVDQGˉQDOWULP process
lines including
Our paint automation
hot
stamping and
DQG
offers complete
assembly (FTA).
transfer presses,
robotic solutions
and
stand alone and
for underbody
tandem lines
These solutions
coatings,
seam sealing,
improve
cosmetic sealing,
SURGXFWLYLW\DQG\RXUˊH[ quality,
body
cleaning and both
Accurate and reliable
LELOLW\WRPHHW
exterior and interior
increasingly diverse
robots
paint application.
consumer needs
ABB Robotics
These
has a history of
shorter vehicle
and
KLJKHVWTXDOLW\SDLQWˉQLVdeliver the
innovation
launch cycles.
leadership for
over 40 years,
In press automation,
FRORUPDWFKLQJDQGKHOS KHVWKHSHUIHFW
from its
LQWURGXFWLRQ
ABB’s
broad range
RIWKHˉUVWPLFURFRPSXWH
of solutions includes
LQFUHDVHˉUVW
run rate and reduce
controlled industrial
press loading
U
operating costs.
unloading, blank
and
robot
For automotive
destacking and
LQWURGXFWLRQRI<X0LWKH to its recent
component
part
racking. We offer
manufacturers,
ZRUOGȠVˉUVW
modular solutions
truly collaborative
standard
tandem press
for
robot. ABB robots
available for applicationssolutions are
lines, from the
well-known for
are
smallest
to the largest
including
superior performance
arc welding, cutting,
presses, as well
terms of speed,
in
as for
handling, forming,
accuracy,
jointing, spot welding
UHOLDELOLW\ˊH[LELOLW\UHDFKrepeatability,
and paint.
DQGSD\ORDG
The industry’s
most comprehensi
ve
service offering
and broadest network
ABB is also a pioneer
innovation, having in service
introduced Remote
Services over ten
years ago – long
before
the term ‘internet
of things.’ Today
all
ABB Robots are
delivered ready
for
connection to
the broader manufacturin
ecosystem, and
g
can be supported
by
ABB’s Connected
Services – the
industry’s
most comprehens
ive
offering to improve advanced service
ABB offers a complete
performance and
range of solutions
uptime.
operations that
to improve the
reduce emissions
and lower operating productivity and quality
ABB has sales
of paintshop
costs
and service operations
in 53 countries
and over 100 locations.

ABB AMS MP2020.indd

3

ams Marketplace
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CONTENT MARKETING
Digital | E-newsletter
Be part of this comprehensive guide to the world’s automotive
manufacturing products and services

Average circulation per issue: 24,482*

Use the power of Digital to deliver your message and generate
leads

Average
delivered

24,482

– Reach over 20,000+ automotive manufacturing decision-makers every week
Ҏ,1&"ޖ01%")1"011" %+,),$6Ѹ--)& 1&,+0Ѹ+"40+!-",-)"&+0&$%10

Advertising options include:
– Company logo
– MPU within a linked article

Average
opened

Average
CTR of
opened

21%

31%

Newsletter
*Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019

Plus, AMS News is also used to promote:
– From the Industry sponsored articles
– Webinars
– Podcasts

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020
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MAGAZINE READERSHIP
Magazine | Directory | supplements

MAGAZINE AND DIRECTORY

REGIONAL & TECHNICAL SUPPLEMENTS

january march 2020
Å

automotive manufacturing solutions

The wider
scope of
Skoda

Connecting buyers
& sellers across
global automotive
manufacturing

How the marque is
achieving greater
influence and standing

Africa supplement
Major OEMs are
gaining traction
on the continent

OEM focus
Bentley brings lean
methods to luxury
vehicle assembly

Global focus
OEMs in UK plants
have post-Brexit
decisions to make

automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com

automotivemanufacturingsolutions.com
AMS jan-mar-2020 cover.indd 1

30/12/2019 13:15

AMS marketplace 2020 cover.indd 1

The new
17/12/2019 20:22

– The only globally-circulated magazine dedicated to the technology and
operation of vehicle manufacturing

ATS – Automotive Tier Supplier
With huge investments being made in the development and
production of electric vehicles, we look at how tier suppliers are
adapting production processes and technologies in step with OEM
customer needs.

Emobility
AMS examines the production processes helping to make the
")" 1/&!"ޖҌ21,*,1&3"#212/"/")&16ѷ"),,(1 0"012!&"0+!
assembly across all areas of the emobility manufacturing process.

Automotive Coatings
With OEMs and Tier suppliers demanding coatings that require less
materials, are faster curing, harder wearing and environmentally
friendly, AMS takes an in-depth look at the solutions including the
latest coatings, application and curing systems. We also report on how
these are being used in current production operations.

Environment & sustainability
%&)"1%"0%&ȇ1,")" 1/& -,4"/1/&+0/"!2 "03"%& )""*&00&,+0Ѹ1%"
production processes also have to achieve large scale reductions
&+"+"/$6+!*1"/&) ,+02*-1&,+04"))0$/"1"/"Ȅ& &"+ &"0
&+401"*+$"*"+1ѷ",Ȅ"/&+0&$%10&+1,1%"$/,4&+$20",#
renewable energy sources and recycled materials in OEM and Tier
supplier operations.

– Published four times each year and BPA audited
– Available as an online, page-turning magazine and via Apple / Amazon /
Kindle apps
– Detailed coverage from car plants and their equipment suppliers around
the world including interviews with senior production executives, plant
visits, technology analysis, applications reports and the latest product

Advertising options include From the Industry case studies of supplier capability, advertising, inserts, bellybands

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020
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MAGAZINE CIRCULATION
Job function | Business type
The only globally circulated magazine dedicated to the
technology and operations of vehicle manufacturing

Job function

Circulation per issue: 8,989*
Readership per issue: 34,534**

over

90

s
countrie

6%

Business type

3%

2%

3%
6%

39%

40%

41%

13%

1%
Asia

5%

43%

63%

Corporate / Management and Procurement
Manufacturers / Engineers

Europe

Quality Control / Logistics

N. America

Sales & Marketing

S. America

Consulting / IT

Rest of world

Other
*Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019
**AMS Readership survey

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020

35%

Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019

Vehicle manufactuer / Assembler

3,425

Automotive industry suppliers
(inc tier suppliers)
1%"/0))&"!1,1%"!)"ޖ

6,190
тшъ

Source: BPA Brand Report – 6 month period ending June 2019
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MAGAZINE EDITORIAL
CALENDAR 2020

Online coverage of the major industry trade shows will include:
Metav • Hannover Messe • Paint Expo • Control • Automatica • IMTS • AMB • Motek • EuroBlech • SPS Drives
ISSUE ISSUE OEM FOCUS

SPRING
(APR-JUNE)
– Ad copy deadline: 28/02/20
– Sponsored articles: 10/02/20
– Print date: 10/03/20

SUMMER
(JULY-SEPT)
– Ad copy deadline: 18/06/20
– Sponsored articles: 29/05/20
– Print date: 29/06/20

AUTUMN
(OCT-DEC)
– Ad copy deadline: 17/09/20
– Sponsored articles: 28/08/20
– Print date: 29/09/20

WINTER
(JAN-MAR 2021)
– Ad copy deadline: 30/11/20
– Sponsored articles: 09/11/20
– Print date: 09/12/20

GLOBAL
OEM FOCUS
FOCUS

TECHNOLOGY
GLOBAL
FOCUS

MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGY

MANUFACTURING
MATERIALS
FOCUS

MANUFACTURING
FOCUS

SPECIAL
AMS SUPPLEMENTS
SUPPLEMENTS

Asia

Digital manufacturing:
I4.0 smart factories
Cloud based systems
Predictive maintenance
From CAD to production

Steel:
Lightweighting
Forming
Joining solutions
Material development

Working environment:
Workforce for the future
Virtual reality
Augmented systems
Ergonomics

E-mobility:
New vehicle platforms
EV Powertrains
Battery development

GM
Ford
FCA

North America

Measurement & quality:
Vision systems
CMM
Test procedures
New applications

Composites:
Material development
Lightweighting
Joining solutions
Forming

Heavy vehicles:
Truck
Bus
ȄҌ%&$%46

Automotive coatings:
Automation
Application
Coating systems

Daimler
BMW
PSA/Opel
Renault

Europe

Additive manufacturing:
Design/production
Materials
Equipment
Applications

Aluminium:
Lightweighting
Joining solutions
Forming
Casting

Two wheelers:
Next generation models
Production operations
Electric powertrains

Environment & sustainability:
Waste management
Renewable energy
/, "00"Ȅ& &"+ 6

VW
Audi
Skoda

South America

Automation & control:
Robotics/HMI
Materials handling
Control platforms
I4.0 technologies

Recycled materials:
Sources
Metals
Plastics
Fabrics

Contract manufacturing:
Who’s building what for who
Multi-model/platform manufacturing

Tier suppliers:
Producing for EV
Flexible manufacturing
#212/"-/,,ޖ+$

Geely
Great Wall
Maruti
Tata

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020
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ADVERTISING

CONTENT MARKETING

£

PRINT - Magazine issues, regional and technology supplements
Sponsored article:
2pp article (also published on website) inclusion in newsletter, plus leaderboard
Mid-page unit (MPU) adverts with articles (Including design and editorial)

Full proﬁle

9500

(12 months)

Entry level proﬁle

£

PRINT - Magazine issues, regional and technology supplements
Single page

7500

Half page

4500

Third page

3600

Quarter page

3100

Covers (inside front,back/outside back)

9000

8250

£

WEB
AMS Marketplace
Showcase your capabilities to our global audience of
automotive manufacturing decision makers with an online
company proﬁle in AMS Marketplace. Includes 1 or 2 pages in
print version published with Jan-Mar issue of AMS magazine

RATECARD £

5900

(12 months)

£

WEB
Video
with short article plus leaderboard and MPU, and inclusion in newsletter

Webinars
Your presentation hosted online and viewed globally

Customised Podcasts
Your presentation downloaded and listened to globally

3500

Channel Partner
Could include Voice of the Industry, Executive interview, Industry trends, Case
studies, Thought leadership

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020

per month

925

Mid-page unit (MPU)

per month

1200

Homepage takeover

24 hours

1350

48 hours

1780

8650

4300

Note: to build audience it is recommended that a minimum series of three podcasts is delivered

Reports/White papers/Surveys/Polls
with short article plus leaderboard and MPU, and inclusion in newsletter

Leaderboard

Interactive digitised brochure (IDB)

3500

£

NEWSLETTER
6230

Top banner

per month

2000

Banner

per month

1750

Bottom banner or badge

per month

1200

13350
(3 months)
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ADVERTISING

CONTENT MARKETING

€

PRINT - Magazine issues, regional and technology supplements
Sponsored article:
2pp article (also published on website) inclusion in newsletter, plus leaderboard
Mid-page unit (MPU) adverts with articles (Including design and editorial)

Full proﬁle

11400

(12 months)

Entry level proﬁle

€

PRINT - Magazine issues, regional and technology supplements
Single page

8695

Half page

4950

Third page

3910

Quarter page

3440

Covers (inside front,back/outside back)

10425

9500

€

WEB
AMS Marketplace
Showcase your capabilities to our global audience of
automotive manufacturing decision makers with an online
company proﬁle in AMS Marketplace. Includes 1 or 2 pages in
print version published with Jan-Mar issue of AMS magazine

RATECARD €

7080

(12 months)

€

WEB
Video
with short article plus leaderboard and MPU, and inclusion in newsletter

Webinars
Your presentation hosted online and viewed globally

Customised Podcasts
Your presentation downloaded and listened to globally

4150

Channel Partner
Could include Voice of the Industry, Executive interview, Industry trends, Case
studies, Thought leadership

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020

per month

1050

Mid-page unit (MPU)

per month

850

Homepage takeover

24 hours

1350

48 hours

1780

9950

4950

Note: to build audience it is recommended that a minimum series of three podcasts is delivered

Reports/White papers/Surveys/Polls
with short article plus leaderboard and MPU, and inclusion in newsletter

Leaderboard

Interactive digitised brochure (IDB)

3500

€

NEWSLETTER
7150

Top banner

per month

2300

Banner

per month

1950

Bottom banner or badge

per month

1380

15350
(3 months)
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ADVERTISING

CONTENT MARKETING

$

PRINT - Magazine issues, regional and technology supplements
Sponsored article:
2pp article (also published on website) inclusion in newsletter, plus leaderboard
Mid-page unit (MPU) adverts with articles (Including design and editorial)

Full proﬁle

12350

(12 months)

Entry level proﬁle

$

PRINT - Magazine issues, regional and technology supplements
Single page

11120

Half page

7110

Third page

5625

Quarter page

4950

Covers (inside front,back/outside back)

15012

11150

$

WEB
AMS Marketplace
Showcase your capabilities to our global audience of
automotive manufacturing decision makers with an online
company proﬁle in AMS Marketplace. Includes 1 or 2 pages in
print version published with Jan-Mar issue of AMS magazine

RATECARD $

7670

(12 months)

$

WEB
Video
with short article plus leaderboard and MPU, and inclusion in newsletter

Webinars
Your presentation hosted online and viewed globally

Customised Podcasts
Your presentation downloaded and listened to globally

4850

Channel Partner
Could include Voice of the Industry, Executive interview, Industry trends, Case
studies, Thought leadership

MEDIA INFORMATION 2020

per month

1250

Mid-page unit (MPU)

per month

1000

Homepage takeover

24 hours

1800

48 hours

2400

11650

5800

Note: to build audience it is recommended that a minimum series of three podcasts is delivered

Reports/White papers/Surveys/Polls
with short article plus leaderboard and MPU, and inclusion in newsletter

Leaderboard

Interactive digitised brochure (IDB)

4725

$

NEWSLETTER
8400

Top banner

per month

2700

Banner

per month

2350

Bottom banner or badge

per month

1600

18025
(3 months)
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THE TEAM

Nick Holt
Editor
e: nick.holt@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0979

Matt Crane
Design Director
e: matt.crane@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0950

Christopher Mott
Head of Audiences & Marketing
e: chris.mott@ultimamedia.com
t: +44 (0)20 8987 0938

Gareth Price
Deputy Editor
e: gareth.price@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0942

Steve Bains
Senior Designer
e: steve.bains@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0961

Mark Cunnah
Digital Product Manager
e: mark.cunnah@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0902

Andrew Fallon
Publisher
e: andrew.fallon@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0931

Hannah Lindsay
Junior Digital Designer
e: hannah.lindsay@ultimamedia.com
t: +44 (0)20 8987 0925

Jo Fordrey
Advertising copy and general enquiries
e: Jo.Fordrey@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0952

Deepakk Chandiramani
Business Development Manager
e: deepakk@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0923

Justyna Wanczyk
Database & Circulation Manager
e: justyna.wanczyk@ultimamedia.com
t: +44 (0)20 8987 0964

Kate Rooney
Webinar production liaison
e: kate.rooney@ultimamedia.com
t: +44(0) 208 987 0937
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